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MATHEMATICS
ON THE MALGRANGE THEOREM FOR NUCLEARLY ENTIH,E
FUNCTIONS OF BOUNDED TYPE ON A BANACH SPACE 1)
BY
CHAITAN P. GUPTA
(Communicated by Prof. '1'. A. SPRINGER at the meeting of June 27, 1970)
The results summarized in this note grew out of a desire to generalize
the finite-dimensional theory of distributions (SCHWARTZ [8]), linear
partial differential operators with constant coefficients (TREvEs [9], [10],
HORMANDER [2]) and analytic functionals (MARTINEAU [4]) to Banach
spaces. The origin for this is the course '~ectures on the Theory of
Distributions" given by Professor LEOPOLDO NACHBIN [5] at the University
of Rochester in 1963. The results described here are generalizations of
results contained in Malgrange's thesis [3] (see also SCHWARTZ [8], TREvEs
[9], [10], HORMANDER [2]) concerning approximation of solutions of homo-
geneous convolution equations and existence of solutions of convolution
equations with a second member.
We refer to NACHBIN [5], [6] for notation, terminology and background
material and begin by explaining some of the notation and terminology
essential to the statement of our theorems. Let E denote a complex
Banach space and E' its dual Banach space. For each m = 0, 1, ... , :JJJ(mE)
will denote the Banach space of all continuous m-homogeneous complex-
valued polynomials on E. We denote by .1t'(E) the vector space of all
complex-valued functions on E which are holomorphic on E. ,9(JiJ) will
denote the vector subspace of .Yf'(JiJ) of all continuous complex-valued
polynomials on E. For each j E .Yf'(E) we have its Taylor's series at the
origin
00 1 "j(x) ~ ! -, dmj(O)(x)
m-om,
for every x E E and the corresponding differentials dmj(O) e ,9(mE) of
order m=O, 1, .... For each m=O, 1, ... , .9N (mE ) will denote the Banach
space of all nuclear m-homogeneous complex-valued polynomials on E
(GROTHENDH;CK [1], NACHRIN [7]). The nuclear norm in :JJJN(mE) is denoted
1) This is an announcement of the main results contained in the author's doctoral
thesis at the University of Rochester (November, 1966), written under the guidance
of Professor Leopoldo Naohbin.
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by 1111 N. A function / e £'(E ) is said to be n uclearly entire 0/bounded type
if the following two conditions hold :
1)
2)
dm/(O)e f!} N(mE) for each m=O, 1, .. ..
l~(~!lldml(O)IINYlm = 0.
The vector subspace of £'(E ) consisting of all nuclearly entire functions
of bounded type on E is denoted by £'Nb(E ). We endow £'Nb(E ) with
the locally convex to pology generated by the family of semi-norms
{/ e£'Nb(E) I~ m~o ~~ Ildml (O)I INle;;- O} .
We observe that£'Nb(E) is then a Frechet space. fJJN(E ) will denote the
vector-subspace of £'Nb(E) of all nuclear complex-valued polynomials
on E.
A convolution operator (P in £'Nb(E ) is defined to be a cont inuous linear
mapping of £'Nb(E ) into itself commuting with all translations in E ,
that is (PT t = Tt(() for all t eE ; here "the translation mapping it of £'Nb(E )
into it self is defined by (TtI)(X) = /(x-t) for all x e E and an arbitrary
1E £'Nb(E ). Such a eon volution operator is actually a constant coefficient
linear differential operator of finite or infini te order acting in £'Nb(E ).
Theorem 1: The vector subsp ace (P- l (O) on which a convo lu tion operator
(f) in £'Nb(E ) van ishes is the closure 01 the vector subspace 01(f}-l (O) generated
by
Theorem 2 : L et (f) be a convolution operator in £'Nb(E ) and (f} ¥= 0.
Then (f)£'Nb(E) = £'Nb(E).
The techniques used in the proof of Theorem 1 have their origin in the
work of LAURENT SCHWARTZ on mean-periodic functions [8]. We reduce
the proof of Theorem 1 via Hahn-Banach Theorem to two propositions.
One of them concern s a characterization of Borel transforms of all elements
of the dual space £" Nb(E ) of£'Nb(E ); and the other one refers to a divi sion
property between such Borel transforms. We now give a description of
these propositions. If T e £" Nb(E) , the Borel transform T of T is the
complex-valued fun ction on E' defined by T(~) = T(exp ~) for every ~ e E' .
The mapping T I~ T is linear and one-to-one. In order to characterize
the image set of this mapping we need the following definition. 1e £'(E )
is said to be of exponential type on E if there exi st constants c ;;- °and
0 ;;-0 such that
I/(x)l <.0 exp {cllxlJ}
for every x e E.
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Proposition I: A complex-valued function F on E' is the Borel
transform T of some continuous linear form T on yt'Nb(E) if and only if F
is an entire function of exponential type on E'.
Proposition 2: Let Fl, F 2, F3 be entire complex-valued functions on
E such that F1 = F2F3 and F 2 is not identically zero. Then F3 will be an
entire function of exponential type along with F1 and F 2 .
The result of Theorem I has been extended to the non-bounded case
by NACHBIN [7]. The details and proof of the above results and those of
NACHBIN [7] will appear elsewhere in a joint paper.
Northern Illinois University,
DeKalb, Illinois 60115.
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